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Abstract. In this note, suggesting an alternative technique we partially
modify and fix the proofs of some recent results focused on the strong
convergence theorems of iterative schemes for semigroups including a
specific error observed frequently in several papers during the last years.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that there is no new constraint invloved
in the rnodification process presented throughout this note.

Keywords: Nonexpansive semigroups . Strong convergence
Variational inequality . Strict pseudo-contraction
Strictly convex Banach spaces . Fixed point

1 Introduction

Throughout this note, we suppose that E is a real Banach space, .E+ is the dual
space of E , C is a nonempty closed convex subset of E, and IR+ and N are the set
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of nonnegative real numbers and positive integers, respectively. The normalized
duality mapping J : E ---+ 2E- is defined by

J("): {r* e E* : \r,r*): ll"ll': llu.ll2}, Vr e E

where (',.) denotes the generalized pairing. It is well-known that if E is smooth,
then J is single-valued, which is denoted by 1.

Let T : C - C be a mapping. We use f'(7) to denote the set of fixed points
of.T.If. {2"} ls a sequence in E, we use iDn -- fr ( frn ^ r) to denote strong
(weak) convergence of the sequence {rr} to r.

Recall that a mapping f :C - C is called a contraction on C if there exists
a constant .r € (0,1) such that

ll/(") - /(s)ll < allr - all, Yr,a € C.

We use flc to denote the collection of mappings "f satisfying the above
inequality.

fl: tf : C -- C | / is a contraction with some constant o).
C

Note that each / e fl, has a unique fixed point in C, (see [t]). And note that
if a: 1 we call nonexpansive mapping.

Let H be a real Hilbert space, and assume that A is a strongly positive
bounded linear operator (see [2]) on I/, that is, there is a constant J > 0 with
the property

(Ax, J(r)) > 7ll*ll' , Vr,y e H. (1)

Then we can construct the following variational inequality problem with viscos-
ity. Find r* e C such that

((A-lf)*.,r-r*) )0, Vz e F(T), (2)

which is the optimality condition for the minimization problem

,#r?r {f,a*'r) - h(r)}'

where h is a potential function for 1f (i.e., h'(r) :'yf (r) for r € Il), and 7 is
a suitable positive constant.

Recall that a mapping T : K - K is said to be a strict pseudo-contraction
if there exists a constant 0 < /c < 1 such that

llr" - Tyll' < ll" - all' + /cll(/ - T)* - (I -T)all' (3)

for all r, A € K (if (3) holds, we also say that ? is a k-strict pseudo-contraction).
The concept of strong convergence of iterative schemes for family of map-

ping and study on variational inequality problem have been argued extensively.
Recently, some results with a special flaw in the step of proof to reach (2) have

been observed which needs to be reconsidered and corrected. The existence of
this error which needs a meticulous look to be seen motivates us to fix it and
also warn the researchers to take another path when arriving at the mentioned
step of proof.
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2 Some Iterative Processes for a Finite Family of Strict
Pseudo-contractions

In this section, focusing on the strong convergence theorems of iterative process
for a finite family of strict pseudo-contractions, we list the main results of some
recent articles which all utilized a same procedure (with a flaw) in a part of the
proof. In order to amend the observed flaw we ignore some paxagraphs in the
corresponding proofs and fill them by the computations extracted by our simple
technique.

In 2009, Qin et al. [3] presented the following nice result. They obtained a
strong convergence theorem of modified Mann iterative process for strict pseudo-
contractions in Hilbert space If. The sequence {r"} was defined by

(4)

Theorem 1 ([3]). Let K be a closed conuex subset of a Hilbert space H such
that K -f K c K and f e ll* wi.th the coeffic'ient 0 < a < L. Let A be a strongly
positiue linear bounded operator with the coe.ffic'ie-nt J > O such that 0 <'y < Z
and let T : K ---+ H be a k-strictly pseudo-contract'iue non-selfinapping such that
FQ) + 0. Gi,uen sequences {r"};ao and {B-}ff:s in [0,L], the following control
conditions are satisfied

(1,) D[o(tn: @,Iim,*- an:0i
(ii) k < 0n < A < I for all n> l;
\tA D}rlo,+, - o,l ( m andli:r\/.+r - 0-l < a.
Let {r.}f:1 be the sequence generated by the compos'ite process (l) Then

{r"}T:t conaerges strongly to q e F(T), which also solues the following uaria-
tional inequality

hl(d - Aq,p - q) < 0, vp e F(T).

In the proof of Theorem 1, in order to prove

Iimsuplimsup(A4 -'yf (rt),11 - rnl 10, (see (2.15) in [3]),
t+0 n+@

(5)

where r1 solves the fixed point equation nt: tlf (rt) + (1 - tA)PySn1, using
(1) the authors obtained the following inequality

(6t)' - 2jt)llq - rnll' 1 (7t' - 2t)(A(q - rn),rt - nnl

which is obviously impossible for 0 < t < +. We remark that t is supposed to be

vanished in the next step of proof. Here, by ignoring the computations (2.10)-
(2.14) in [3] we suggest a new way to show (5) without any new condition. First
Iet us recall the following concepts.

frt:freK,
an: Pxl1nr" + (1 - 0n)Tr"1,

nn*7 : a.'y f (r") + (f - anA)an, Vn, 2 1
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Definition L. Let (X, d) be a metric space and K be a nonempty subset of X.
For every n € K, the distance between the point r and K is denoted by d(r' K)
and is defined by the following minimization problem:

d(r, K) :: inf d(x,A).

The metric project'ion operator, also said to be the nearest point mapping onto
the set l( is the mapping P6 : X * 2K defined by

Px(r) 1: {z € K : d(r, z) : d(r, K)}, Vr e X.

It Py(r) is singleton for every fr € Xl then K is said to be a Chebysheu set.

Definition 2 ([4]).We say that a metric space (X,d) has property (P) if the
metric projection onto any Chebyshev set is a nonexpansive mapping.

For example, any CAT(0) space has property (P). Bring in mind that Hadamard
space (i.e., complete CAT(0) space) is a non-linear generalization of a Hilbert
space. In the literature they are also equivalently defined as complete CAT(0)
spaces.

Now, we are in a position to prove (5).

Proof. To prove inequality (5) we first find an upper bound for llq - rnll2 N
follows.

ll*, - *.112 : (rt - frn,n1 - nn)

: \t1f @t) + (/ - tA)PxSrt - nn,r1- rn)
: (t(1f @1) - Art) * t(Aq - APySrl)

-f (PySq - Pr'Srn) * (PxSrn - nn),rt - rn)

3 t('yf (ri - Art,rt - rn) + tllAll ' ll", - PySrlll
+ ll", - r.ll2 t llP6Sr" - r"ll'llr1- - *rll.

(6)

l@, - *-ll

We remark that following argument in the proof [3, Theorem 2.ll S is nonex-
pansive, on the other hand, since 11 has property (P) hence P6 is nonexpansive
and PTrS is so. Now, (6) implies that

(Ar, - tf @),rt - rn) < llAll 'll*, - P11Sn1ll'll*, - r^ll
1

+ TllPxSr" - *.ll'll*, - *"ll

,llAll

+1il

lltf @r) - APySrlll.llr, - r.ll (7)

PlaSrn - n.ll. llr, - ,*ll

< tMllAll.lltf@r) - APysqll + {W*s*n - nnll

where M > 0 is an appropriate constant such that M > llr, - z,ll for all
, € (0,llAll-') and n ) 1 (we underline that according to [5, Proposition 3.1],
the map t r+ ntt i € (0,llAll-t) is bounded).
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Therefore, firstly, utilizing (2.8) in [3], taking upper limit as rz ---+ oo, and

then as t - 0 in (7), we obtain that

Iimsuplimsup(Az1 - lf @t),tu - rn]l <-0. (8)
t+O n+6

and the claim is proved.

In what follows we concentrate on a novel result of Marino et al. [6]. They derived

a strong convergence theorem of the modified Mann iterative method for strict
pseudo-contractions in Hilbert space ff as follows.

Theorem 2 ([6]). Let H be a Hilbert space and let T be a k-strict pseudo-

contraction on H such that F(T) * 0 and f be an ot-contraction. Let A be

a strongly positiue linear bounded self-adjoint operator with coe.fficient J ) 0.

Assume that 0 < 7 < !. G11e, the ini,tial guess ro e H chosen arbi,trar-

i,ly and g'iuen sequences {a.}ff:o and {B*}ff:o in [0,1], sati.sfyi,ng the following
conditions

(l) Df:oo,n : @,lim,-- otn -- 0i

0l Df:rlo,+, - o,l ( m andlf,:rl/*+t - 0"1< q;
(iix) 0 < k < 0" S P < I for all n ) I;

let {r*)f:1 and {y")f:o be the sequences defined by the composite process

Un: /nnn + (1 - /n)Trn,
nn*t : o.'y f (n.) + (/ - unA)un, Vn > 1

Then {r,}f:s and {y*}F:s strongly conaerge to the fixed point q of T which

solues the following uariat'ional inequality

hf (q) - Aq,p - q) < 0, vp e FQ).

Similar to the arguments for Theorem 1, by ignoring the parts (2.10)-(2.14)

in the proof of Theorem 2 we easily obtain the following conclusion.

Proof. Sinceu, solves the fixed point equatiortntr: t"f f @t)+Q -tA)Bq we get

llr, - r"ll' : @t - nn,n1 - nn)

: (t1f @) + (/ - tA)Bq - nn,n1- nnl

: \t(1f @1) - Art) -t t(Aq - ABrl)

* (Br1 - Brn) -l (Br, - nn),rt - rn) 
(9)

< thf @r) - Art,rt - nn) + rll,4ll 'llr, - B"rll'llr, - *.ll
+ll*, - n.ll2 + llBr. - r"ll' llq - t"ll
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where here we used the fact that B : kI * (l - k)T is a nonexpansive mapping
(see [7, Theorem 2]). Now, (9) implies that

(Ar, -'yf (rt),rt - rn) < llAll .ll*, - artll'llr, - ,"ll
1

+ ;llBx" - n"ll'll*, - *"ll
: rllAll .ldl@,) - ABrlll.llr, - *.ll (10)

1

+ 1llBx" - *-ll' llx, - r.ll

< tMllAll lltl@,) - ABrlll + {W*. - r*ll

where M> 0isanappropriateconstantsuchthat M > ll*r-z"ll forall , €
(0,llAll-') and n ) 1. On the other hand since llBr, -rnll: $-k)llTr"-rnll,
by using (2.8) in [6] and taking upper limit as rz --+ oo at first, and then as f ---+ 0
in (10), we arrive at (8) and again the claim is proved.

In 2010, Cai and Hu [8] obtained a nice strong convergence theorem of a general
iterative process for a finite family of l6-strict pseudocontractions in q-uniformly
smooth Banach space as follows.

Theorem 3 ([8]). Let E be a real q-uniformly smooth, strictly conuer Banach
space wh'ich admits a weakly sequentially cont'inuous duali,ty mappi,ng J from E
to E* and C is a closed conuer subset E which 'is also a sunny nonerpansiue
retract'ion of E such that C + C C C with the coffic'ient 0 < a < l. Let A be

a strongly pos'itiue I'inear bounded operator wi,th the coeffici,ent J > 0 such that
0 < t < ! andTi: C ---+ E be \i-strictly pseud,o-contract'iue non-self-mapping
such that F: n[1F,(D + A. Let \: min{)i : 1 ( i < N}. Let {r^} be a
sequence of C generated by

,,r:r€C,

lo-,^
nn*r: a"'yf (r.) -l'Ynrn + ((1 - 'Y")I - dnA)Un, Vn ) 1,

where f is a contract'ion, the sequences {o.}T:0, {p"}ff:o and {1.}ff:o are 'in

l0,ll, assume for each n, {q[*)]L, is a fini,te sequence of posi,tiue numbers such

that l!:rT:") : I for atl n and n:'), 0 for all I < i < N. Thev sati,sfv

the conditions (i)-(i,u) of [8, Lemma 2.1] and add to the cond'ition (u) 1n:
O(u-). Then {x.} conuerges strongly to z e F, which also solues the following
u ari ati o n al in equ ality

0f Q) - Az,J(p - z)) < 0, Vp e F.

N

An: PC + (1- P;Dnl")To*n
i:l
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Proof. Ignoring (2.8)-(2.12) in the proof of Theorem 3 (i.e., [8, Theorem 2.2])

and using the same technique as before we see

ll*, - *,ll' : \q - rn, J(r1 - n"))

: (tlf @r) + (1- tA)PcSnt - rn,J(r1- r"))

-- (t(tl@) - n*) *t(Aq - APcSrt)

* (PsSr1 - PcSrn) * (PcSrn - nn), J(r1 - r-)) 
(11)

< t(tf @r)' Art,J(r, - o,)) + tllAll ' llrt - P6Srlll'll*, - *"ll
+ llr, - r.ll2 * llPc Sr" -,-ll' ll", - *"ll

where 11 solves the fixed point equation rt : tll@) + (/ - tA)PcSrt' Again'

we remark that PcS is nonexpansive and hence

(Arr- "'tf @), J(4 - t*))

S IIAII ' llr, - P6Srlll'llr, - r.ll
1

+ illPcsr- - x^ll'll*, -,.11

: illAll .lltf @r) - APsSqll.llr, - ,.ll
1

+ -qllPcSr. - r^ll'llr, - *.ll

<tMllAll. llr/(r,) - APsSrtll + {W"s*n - n.ll

whereM> 0isaproperconstantsuchthat M >llrr-r,ll fori € (0,llAll-t)
and n 2 1. Thus, taking upper limit a^s r, ---) oo at first, and then as t ---+ 0 in
(12), the following yields

limsuplimsup(Ar6 - lf @t),J(rt -u")) < 0. (13)
,*0 n+€

Finally, in the last part of this section we focus on the main result of Kangtun-
yakarn and Suantai [9].

Theorem 4 (t9]). Let H be a Hitbert space, let f be an q-contract'ion on H and

let A be a strongly pos,itiue linear bounded self-adjoi,nt operator with coeffic'ient

? > 0. Assume that 0 < ? < !. t'et {?l}[, be a finite family of ni-strict
pseud,o-contract'ion of H i'nto itsilf for soln'e Ki € [0, 1) and n : max{rc6 :

'i,:1,2,... ,N\ with nlrr(r,) * 0. Let Sn be the S-mappings generated bv

Tt,Tz,... ,TN and,af),oy),"' ,of,?), *h"r"of,n) :(oT'i,oi'i'oi.'i) e rx-Ix
I, I - [0,1], oi'i + ai'i + ali : I antl * < a.f oT'i, o!'i < b < I for all
j:L,2,"',N-1, K<cso?'' < l, n1o3'N < d'<1, *<a;'j 1e<t
foratl j:1,2,"',N. For apo'intueH andrt€H,let{t") and{y"} bethe

sequences defined iteratiaely bY

I o": \nnn+ (1 - f.n)Sntu,

1r,*, : c.n'Y(enu+ (1 - a*)f (r*)) + (1- anA)an, Vn ) 1,

(r2)
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where {o,n}, {B-} and {an} are the sequences inl},t). Assume that the followi,ng
condit'ions hold:

@ D}o6,n : @, Iim,*- oh : limn-a an :0i

DLr la,+r - o,l ( oo;

\iil O <; a gn < 0 < I for all n> ! and somed e (0,1).

Then both {x-} and {gn} strongla conuerge to q e ly:1 F(Tn) ' which solues the

f ollowi,ng uariational i'nequality

N

hf k) - Aq,p- s) < 0, vP e [-l Fg)-
i:7

proof. ln the proof of Theorem 4 (i.e., [9, Theorem 3.1]), leaving the inequlities

(3.9)-(3.10) behind and applying the same technique as mentioned before we

derive

llrt - r*ll2 : lrt - nn,n6 - nn)

: (t1f @) + (1- tA)Snrt - nn,r1- nn)

-- (t(tl@) - Art) *t(A4 - ASnnl)

*(Snrt - Snxn) * (S-rn - nn),rt - n,) 
(14)

< t(tl@) - Art,rt - nn) + ,llAll 'llr:- - S"r|l 'll*, - *"ll
+ llr, - *nll' t llS.r- - ,.ll'll*, - *.ll

where 11 solves the fixed point equation rt : tl f (xt) + (/ - tA)snr1' Here' we

notify that ,S, is nonexpansive and hence

(A*, - lf @t),rt - rn)

< llAll . llr, - S.rtll. ll*, - *.ll + llls.*. - r^ll' ll*, - **ll

ll . llr/(",) - AS.rlll' ll*, - r.ll

llS.r. - r"ll. llr- - ,.ll
( 15)

^/rStMllAll.lltf@) - AS*rll +;lls.r* - r"ll

where M ) 0 is aproper constant such that M Zllrr-r,ll for, € (0,llAll-t)
and n, 2 1. Thus, following (3.8) in [9], taking upper limit as ?z ---) oo at first,

and then as t--+ 0 in (15), the following yields

limsup limsup(Azt -'y f (rr),q - rn) I 0
t*0 n+6

and the claim is proved.

: tllA
1

I-'t
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3 General Iterative Scheme for Semigroups of Uniformly
Asymptotically Regular Nonexpansive Mappings

Throughout this section, we focus on the main result of Yang [t0] as follows.

First, we recall that a continuous operator of the semigrcup g : {"(t) : 0 <
, < oo) is said to be uniformly asymptotically regular (u.a.r.) on K if for all
h 2 0 and any bounded subset C of. K,liml*- suPce c llT(h)T(t)r-7(t)rll : g.

Theorem 5 ([10]). Let K be a nonempty closed conuer subset of a refl'etiue,

smooth and strictly conuetr Banach space E with a uni'formly Gdteaux di'fferen-

tiable norm. Let I : {f(t) : t ) 0} be a uniformly asymptot'ically regular
nonerpansiue senx'igroup on K such that F(9) * 0, and f eIIx. Let A be a

strongly posit'iue l'inear bounded self-adjoi,nt operator wi,th coeffici,entJ ) 0. Let

{r"} be a sequence generated by

nn+r: aaf (r*) * 6nnn + ((1 - 6.)I - anA)T(tn)rn,

such that 0 < 7 < !, the giuen sequences {rn} and {5.} are in (0,1) satisfying
the followi,ng conditions:

(t) D;?:oen: @,lim,-- oh:0i
(ii) 0 < Iim infr*- d, ( Iim sup n-* 6n I l;
(iii) h,t, ) 0 such that tn+t - tn : h and limn-*tn : @.

Then {r.} conaerges strongly to q, as n ---+ oo, q is the element of F(9) such

that q is the unique solution in F(9) to the uariational inequality

\(A-tf)q,i(q- z)l 50, vz e F(9).

Proof. Ignoring (3.15)-(3.17) in the proof of [10, Theorem 3.5] and using the
same technique as before we see that

llr* - rnllz :(u* - nn, j(u* - r.))
:(a*1f (u*) + (/ - a*A)s(t*)u* - rn, j(u* - *-)\
:(a*(^t I (u*) - Ar*) * a*(Au* - AS(t*)u*)

* (S(t*)u^ - S(t*)r^) + (S(t*)r" - rn), i(u* - r")) (16)

<a*(lf (u*) - Au*, j(u* - rn)l + o-llAll
. llu* - S(t*)u*ll . llu* - r.ll + llu* - n,ll2

+ llS(t*)r" - r.ll'llu* - ,"ll

where u- e K is the unique solution of the fixed point problem u- :
a*1f (u*)*(I -a*A)S(t*)u*.It is worth mentioning that ,9 :: {S(r) : t > 0}
is a strongly continuous semigroup of nonexpansive mapping and this helped us

to find the upper bound of (16). F\rthermore,
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(Au* - tl(u*), j(u* - rn)) < ll,4ll 'llu* - S(t*)u*ll'llr* - r-ll
1

+ -j- llS(r-)r, - r"ll . llu* - ,-llolm

: a-llAll 'lltf @*) - AS(t*)u*ll'llu* - ,-ll
1 \ ,,-. -, (17)

+ - -- llS(tm)r. - ,^ll 'llu* - *-ttdm

< a*MllAll lltf ("*) - AS(t*)u*ll

* L11s1t*)r. - r*llQm

where M > 0 is aproper constant such that M 2llu*-r"ll for n'L,n e N. Thus,

following (i), (3.14) in [10], taking upper limit as n + oo at first, and then as

rn + @ in (17), the following yields

Iimsuplimsup(Au*-tf@*),i(u*-nn)) <0 (18)

which again proves our claim.

Remark l. In view of the technique of the proof as above and the ones in the

former section, one can easily see that we did not utilize (1) as an important
property of the strongly positive bounded Iinear operator A. It is worth pointing
out this property is crucial for the aforementioned results and we reduced the

dependence of results to the property (1); we refer reader to see, for instance,

(2.t2) in [3], (2.10) in [8], (2.12) in [6], (3.16) in [10] and the inequalities right
after (3.9) in [9].
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